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 He also describes many means of coping with ADHD: medicine, therapy/counseling, and
practical strategies for school, home, and friendships.In a nutshell statements and vignettes,
Cory describes what it's prefer to have ADHD: how it affects his relationships with relatives and
buddies, his school performance, and his overall functioning.
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This may be ideal for hyper/impulsive types, but NOT for inattentive types I wanted a good
book for my 2nd grade son--to explain what we suspected may become an ADHD medical
diagnosis right before we went to the doctor. It didn't fit our requirements at all--because it's
very focused on issues like not really being able to sit down still in class, having difficulty
making friends because of being impulsive rather than being patient. Love the story line Love
the story range, and the parenting points in the book of the book, but the tale itself is lengthy
and it’s hard to keep a youngster with ADHD to focus that long My nephew has ADHD and
found this very relateable. He's very chill and relaxed, but he daydreams constantly. He can't
pay attention--head is definitely in the clouds always. It isn't a bad book; I purchased this for
my 7 1/2 yr outdated grandson who has ADHD. Pretty good but missing all the positive ADHD
is It's an ok book. I have it a four superstar becaus witness sensed as though the book was
written by a person who went to school for kid psychology -vs- a parent of an ADHD kid. I was
amazed when he told me how much he loved "Corey", because Corey was just like him. We
discovered the book "Understanding how to Gradual Down and Pay Attention" suited our
needs much better. He was diagnosed with ADHD in the last month of his first grade year.
Definitely Recommend My son says Cory can be like him and thanked me personally for
buying him the reserve. I had left it out for him to find each morning and he noticed it and
browse it through immediately, therefore the cover must look appealing as well, especially as
he isn't normally big on reading. The book actually helped him feel much better about himself
and observe that there are plenty of other children like him. We go through this publication to
him because we experienced it helped to explain his ADHD in a way that we're able to not
articulate. My nephew has ADHD and found this very relateable. I love that the publication
discusses solutions, it isn't only about "this is hard for me personally" but more about "if I do it
in this manner, I can succeed" Wow! Maid my boy happy Our 10 years older was recently
diagnosed, we read this book collectively and discussed where he was just like the boy and
where he had different experiences.My son is certainly 8. Something my child can relate to!
After my 7 year old son explained for the "gazillionth" time just how much he actually liked this
book, I felt I had to write a review. not exactly what I wanted to pour into my child who daily
gets the negetive reenforcement from a world they don't easily fit into to. By then he was also
fighting low self-esteem, only a few loyal close friends, continuous dilemma about the sheer
number of social rules and a general antipathy towards authority figures (namely parents and
teachers). He also stated he didn't know some of the points mentioned would be caused by
ADHD and was very pleased that Cory had therefore many characteristics in keeping with him.
It lacked the heat that a parent would have and their desire to lift their ADHD child up. He
began asking us to read it to him every night. I believe that the kid's level descriptions of his
behavior helped him to comprehend his diagnosis. It has helped him to articulate his feelings,
moods and describe his behaviors during the day. I am most thankful that he no more
exclusively responds with "nothing", when I talk to how his day proceeded to go. I searched
through a number of books and found this one matter of fact, without a sugary positive nor
negative tone. Sometimes he just flips through the book, then he comes over to talk. It
functions for my children and I need to find similar to it.My son gets the other type--Inattentive
Add more. Also, helps adults in that you will be more empathetic and patient... Actually, when I
go through I kept thinking how eerie it was how similar this fictional kid would be to mine,
almost an exact copy! . Definitely recommend to read to your children with ADD Love love
love thisMy son is adhd I browse the book to him and it elicited issue about how he acts and
feels So good My boy held asking if this story was discussed him! He said “Mother! Did you tell



them what to write?” Great Book Great Book, will come in perfect condition good read, great
deal Great read for younger kids This book is written from a child's perspective that makes it
even better for kids! Its full of checklists, which divide out which type you may become
dealing with. It provides helped him understand "why" he works just how he does.
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